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Shae Callahan partnered with service dog
By Haley Behre

BRIELLE — Thanks to the help of the local community, Shae
Callahan, 7, has now been partnered with an autism service
dog.

The 1-year-old dog, Olive, arrived at the Callahan home
recently to help Shae, who has an autism and sensory
processing disorder.

The dog was able to arrive in Brielle with the help of the local
community, who raised funds for the Callahans.

The full cost of the dog, who is from Pawsitive Service Dog
Solutions, in California, was $25,000 and the Callahans needed
to raise $12,500 to help cover the costs.

They were able to reach that goal thanks to the community,
and Olive arrived in Brielle last week after months of training.

For five days, placement trainers from Pawsitive Service Dog
Solutions helped train the Callahans how to use the service
dog. The placement trainers helped the family from June
10-14.

According to Angela Marquez, a placement trainer, Olive was
trained for tethering, which will prevent Shae from bolting,
scent, which will help find her, and deep pressure, which will
help with meltdowns and anxiety.

Olive will remain with Shae until the
dog retires, which is generally between 10 to 14 years old, Ms. Marquez said.

Shae’s mother, Tricia, said Olive will help when the family goes out.

“Going to Walmart for us is a disaster,” she said. “It ends up with her [Shae] having a
meltdown” because she would become over stimulated with the sounds.

Having Olive will also raise awareness, Mrs. Callahan said, because currently when the
family goes out and Shae has a meltdown “people look at us like we have three
heads.”

The dog will raise awareness of “children who look perfectly normal but have something wrong with them,” she
said.

Ms. Marquez said “they look at the service dog and the service that the dog is providing for the child instead of
looking at the child, thinking that they’re being a bad kid.”
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Angela Marquez, a placement trainer for
Pawsitive Service Dog Solutions [back], spent
last week with the Callahan family, including
mother, Tricia [left], and daughter, Shae, 7,
teaching them how to use the service dog,
Olive. The Callahans acquired a service dog to
help with Shae, who has autism and sensory
processing disorder. Photo by HALEY BEHRE,
STAR NEWS GROUP
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